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Welcome to
the Toolkit
Northern Ireland, as a tourism destination has traditionally
been marketed as a series of products. The providers of
accommodation, activities, attractions and food have all
offered their own products as separate entities.
However the expectations of our visitors from
overseas and from the Republic of Ireland
(ROI) market have changed dramatically
over recent years. Research shows that they
want so much more than a series of separate
products… instead they want “experiences”
that truly engage their senses, emotions
and feelings.
Our research into global best practice, and
into the ROI market has shown that for tourism
businesses in Northern Ireland to really
connect with our visitors, and ultimately
grow in profitability, our focus needs to be
on experiential tourism. On tapping into
the hearts and minds of curious travellers,
inviting them to connect with our people, our
culture and our geography through personal
experiences that truly appeal to them.
Planning and delivering exceptional visitor
experiences means we need to consider
the entire visitor journey from the visitor’s
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perspective, from the moment they think
about travelling until they are sharing stories,
photos and videos at home or on-line.
More importantly, before we can create our
experiences and communicate them to our
potential visitors, it means we need to truly
understand who the visitors are, what they
want and what experiences will most appeal
to them.
This guide is informed by the recent research
on the ROI market and will take you through
a 6 step process to understand and apply the
learnings. It includes checklists, worksheets
and handy hints to help you to get the most
out of it.
While individually you may offer a world class
tourism product or service in it’s own right, by
combining what you offer with other related
tourism businesses, you can create a truly
memorable experience.
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Why the
ROI market?
In 2016, Tourism Northern Ireland established an independent
Taskforce to develop a strategy to drive visitor numbers from the
ROI market. This was in response to decline in numbers visiting
Northern Ireland, despite an increasing trend within ROI towards
the “staycation”.
A complete review of the market showed
that the potential was there to attract the
ROI market

• The cost of reaching and influencing the
ROI consumer is significantly less than
when targeting the overseas markets

• ROI already delivered a very significant
number of visitors to NI, with a total of
456,000 visitors in 2016

• Research has shown a significant interest
in taking a short break in NI at some point
in the future

• The ROI market tend to visit the regions,
with around 75% staying outside Belfast

For more information on the Taskforce Review,
visit tourismni.com/roi

• ROI visitors are also more likely to visit
outside peak season

However…
While the research identified significant
interest to travel at some stage… it also
highlighted a low level of awareness in the
ROI market as to HOW to experience
Northern Ireland.
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So the aim of this toolkit is to help us to help
them experience us! We need to play our
part in creating and communicating these
experiences so that the ROI consumer feels
capable of designing and organising a short
break to NI to the same degree they feel
they can in their own domestic market.
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Why segment
the ROI Market?
You can’t be all things to all people. In trying to be so, you won’t
satisfy anyone!
The most successful tourism businesses are
the ones that truly understand who their
ideal customers are, they know what these
customers want to buy and they recognise
how best to communicate with them.
ONLY when you truly understand your
core market, can you make intuitive and
focused decisions.
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This toolkit will not only introduce you to
the three ROI market segments which have
been identified as having the most potential
for Northern Ireland, but it will provide you
with a step by step guide on how to create
great experiences to attract your ideal
market segment.
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The Steps
Step

1.

Understand the
three priority ROI
segments
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Step

2.
Choose your core
ROI segment

Step

3.
Examine your
current business
offering in terms
of that core
ROI segment

Step

Step

4.

5.

Make any
necessary changes
to your current
business offering
to better suit your
core ROI segment

Create experiences
and suggested
itineraries
specifically for
your core ROI
segment

Step

6.
Plan your sales
and marketing
activities to
communicate the
experiences to
your core market
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Step 1.
Understand the three
priority ROI segments
Through the research, eight ROI segments were identified, but three
were highlighted as being “priority” segments. That is, they each have
the scale, value and propensity to deliver significant visitor numbers to
the Northern Irish market in the near future.
The three priority segments are:-

ACTIVE MAXIMISERS
OPEN TO IDEAS
OPEN-MINDED EXPLORERS
Of these priority segments, two (‘Open to Ideas’
and ‘Open-minded Explorers’) are characterised
by a willingness and disposition towards
trying new things, going new places and
being open to new experiences. All three are
segments of scale and have a greater likelihood
to consider NI than other segments.
Step

1.

Understand the
three priority
ROI segments
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Step

2.

Choose your
core ROI
segment

Step

What distinguishes these segments is the
types of experiences they are seeking – with
the ‘Open to Ideas’ segment having a greater
focus on activity, the outdoors and nature and
the ‘Open-minded Explorers’ having a greater
interest in people, place and culture.
The third segment, ‘Active Maximisers’, is
smaller in size but is currently more likely to
visit NI than the majority of other segments.
This is a younger segment, more focused on
getting the most out of their short breaks
and seeking unique and mind-broadening
experiences (that NI could deliver on). As
such, this segment represents not only
holidaymakers of today but holidaymakers
of the future.

3.

Step

4.

Step

Step

Examine your
current business
offering in terms
of that core
ROI segment

Make any
necessary
changes to your
current business
offering to better
suit your core
ROI segment

Create
experiences
and suggested
itineraries
specifically for
your core ROI
segment

Plan your sales
and marketing
activities to
communicate
the experiences
to your core
market

5.

6.
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Active Maximisers
Key facts

Attitudes & Drivers

10%

€1,105

2.0

31%

61%

of the
market

avg. annual
spend

ROI breaks
pa

NI visit
intention
12 months

NI visit
intention
36 months

Diversity, like to squeeze in as much as
possible on a short break
Enjoy energetic activities (but not extreme)
and have a strong sense of adventure
Passion for outdoors and the natural
environment
Looking for unique and mind broadening
experiences

Demographic profile

Digital a very significant influence

55/45
%

60%

M 45% | F 55%

18 - 34 YEARS

61%

46%

ABC1

SINGLE

Wildlife and nature

CHILDREN

Need to be connected (Wi-Fi etc.)

Behaviours
6 Sporting events

2 The Natural Environment

7 Eating and drinking

3 Music festivals

8 Shopping

4 Coastal touring / beaches

9 Hillwalking

5 Ancient History

10 Water sports
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Focussed on getting a good deal
Actively research online

What will they travel for? Top 10
1

28%

Most likely to take breaks with friends,
enjoy outdoor holidays or travel for a
specific event
Hotel preferred but over index on
B&B / Guesthouse
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Open to Ideas
Key facts

Attitudes & Drivers

18%

€1,334

1.9

35%

58%

of the
market

avg. annual
spend

ROI breaks
pa

NI visit
intention
12 months

NI visit
intention
36 months

Conduct research online, consider reviews
and influenced by media
Price and deal important
Openminded and interested in the
outdoors, sport, music and history
Seeking organised ‘energetic’ but not
adventurous activities, motivated by
nature / outdoors

Demographic profile

Like to plan and have an itinerary

59/42
%

50%

56%

77%

61%

M 59% | F 42%

25-44 YEARS

ABC1

MARRIED / PARTNER

CHILDREN

What will they travel for? Top 10
1

Wildlife and nature

Likes ‘easy to get to’ destinations and
scenic natural surroundings

Behaviours
6 Golf

2 Sporting events

7 The Natural Environment

3 Music festivals

8 Political History

4 Eating and drinking

9 Shopping

5 Coastal touring / beaches

10 Ancient History
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Value for money important and influenced
by deals

Over index on outdoor and sport /
activity breaks (but also could be travelling
with family)
Prefer hotels but over index of
self catering
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Open-Minded Explorers
Key facts

Attitudes & Drivers

17%

€1,084

2.2

34%

62%

of the
market

avg. annual
spend

ROI breaks
pa

NI visit
intention
12 months

NI visit
intention
36 months

Wish to engage with local people and
local culture
Seeking unique experiences and are
interested in learning
Want high quality hotels and food
Appreciate and enjoy the natural
environment and scenic beauty

Demographic profile

Enjoy planning breaks, doing a lot of research
and rely on traditional media and tourism
websites more than other segments

54/46
%

55%

53%

60%

54%

M 46% | F 54%

35-54 YEARS

ABC1

MARRIED / PARTNER

CHILDREN

Most likely to take a city break, cultural
break, followed by get together with friends
or attend event

What will they travel for? Top 10
1

Coastal touring / beaches

6 Music festival

2 Eating and drinking

7 Houses, castles and gardens

3 Sporting events

8 Shopping

4 Ancient History

9 Wildlife and nature

5 The Natural Environment

10 Opera
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Behaviours

Travelling with friends or partner
Most likely to stay in a hotel
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Step 2.
Choose your core
ROI segment
While Tourism NI will be targeting all three segments through a range
of online and offline marketing campaigns, it is vitally important that
you choose one core segment for your own tourism business.
The most competitive tourism businesses
are those who understand who their ideal
markets are, what they want to buy and how
to communicate with them. Only when your
best “match” is determined, will you be able
to properly examine your current business
offering to better fulfil the needs of that market.

Step

1.

Understand the
three priority
ROI segments
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Step

2.

Choose your
core ROI
segment

Step

3.

Step

4.

Step

Step

Examine your
current business
offering in terms
of that core
ROI segment

Make any
necessary
changes to your
current business
offering to better
suit your core
ROI segment

Create
experiences
and suggested
itineraries
specifically for
your core ROI
segment

Plan your sales
and marketing
activities to
communicate
the experiences
to your core
market

5.

6.
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Open minded

Plan

Local culture
Learning

Online research

Tourism websites

Traditional media
High quality hotels
Local people

Nature

Deals

Nature

Mind-blowing

Music

Scenic

Unique experiences

Online research

Itinerary
Sport

Unique experiences
Active

Squeeze more in
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Scenic

Active

How can you turn data you have already
collected into useful information?

Outdoors Nature
Deals History

Adventure
Digital influences
Always connected
Outdoors

Which segment do you WANT to
be attracting?

Media
Online research Plan
Organised activities

Open-minded
Explorers

Active Maximisers

High quality food

Which segment most closely matches
your current visitors? Think about the
demographics and buying behaviours
of current visitors from ROI.

Open minded

Which of the three priority segments
is best suited to what you are currently
offering?

Open to Ideas

Reviews

Think about…

ROI Toolkit
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Step 3.
Examine your current
business offering
The next step, once you’ve chosen your
core segment is to do a full audit of your
business to see how you can appeal better
to that core segment.

Step

1.

Understand the
three priority
ROI segments
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Step

2.

Choose your
core ROI
segment

Step

3.

Step

4.

Step

Step

Examine your
current business
offering in terms
of that core
ROI segment

Make any
necessary
changes to your
current business
offering to better
suit your core
ROI segment

Create
experiences
and suggested
itineraries
specifically for
your core ROI
segment

Plan your sales
and marketing
activities to
communicate
the experiences
to your core
market

5.

6.
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Review all of your sales collateral
both online and offline:Are the pictures, videos and testimonials
on your website reflective of your core
segment? Will they be drawn to the tone,
level of formality and perhaps the humour
that you are instilling in your wording?
Is the content on your social media
channels in line with what would appeal
to that segment? Indeed, are you using
the right social media channels and in
the right frequency to appeal to them?
Would your core segment prefer to receive
email or text updates rather than engage
on social media channels?
KEEP asking yourself across all points of
contact… Does this image, message, offer
resonate with this market?
Next check all aspects of your physical
facilities. Consider your décor, signage, a
welcome note in a guestroom, the uniforms
on the staff who will greet them. Do all of
these match the needs of your core segment?
Is there anything that could be done
differently to appeal to them more?

ROI Toolkit

Now look at your product and
service offerings:Are your packages, menus, tickets or fees
priced to suit this core segment?
Are there any add ons and VIP options that
they may be delighted to pay extra for to
enhance their experience?

Examining my current business offering
Preference/Characteristic
of this market

How I currently rate

How I can change my
product offering to further
appeal to this market

Have you bundled with other local
businesses to create sample itineraries
and experiences that would appeal to
that core segment?
Remember that when we are thinking of
tourism… people buy experiences, not
products. They want to feel something. Think
about how your core target market wants
to feel. Refreshed? Relaxed? Energised?
Educated? Connected to each other? Only
when we start to think with the customers
needs in mind, can we truly provide a
memorable experience… and further build
our tourism businesses in a very focussed
and profitable way.

Think about how you can enhance the first
impressions and increase the enjoyment of
the entire experience.
Consider spending time in the ROI market to
benchmark and see what they are offering.
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4.
Make changes to
your current business
offering to better suit
your core ROI segment
Now you know which ROI segment is a best match for your business,
you can introduce changes to your product, your offerings and your
sales & marketing materials to better appeal to that specific market.
From minor tweaks to major changes, all decisions should be made
with the intention of attracting more of that customer type…
resulting in increased visitor numbers and profitability.

Step

1.

Understand the
three priority
ROI segments
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Step

2.

Choose your
core ROI
segment

Step

3.

Step

4.

Step

Step

Examine your
current business
offering in terms
of that core
ROI segment

Make any
necessary
changes to your
current business
offering to better
suit your core
ROI segment

Create
experiences
and suggested
itineraries
specifically for
your core ROI
segment

Plan your sales
and marketing
activities to
communicate
the experiences
to your core
market

5.

6.
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It is important for this part of the exercise to
truly step into the shoes of your core segment.
To get inside their head and imagine yourself
as them. Which aspects of your current
product offering appeal most to your target
market? And which are not as appealing?

ROI Toolkit

Prioritise the ideas
Once you start to develop a list of tweaks
and changes to be made, you may be
daunted about the budget and time
needed to implement them all! BUT
remember that you don’t have to make
all of these changes now. Prioritise each
change in terms of it’s importance for
your core segment, but also in terms of
your budget constraints, your time
and seasonality.

Tweaking my business offering
Specific change to be made

Timescale/Priority

Budget

The most important thing at this stage is
to have a plan in place and to get started
on some of the most important items!
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Step 5.
Create experiences and
suggested itineraries
specifically for your core
ROI segment
In Northern Ireland, we have traditionally marketed ourselves as a
series of products all selling individually. For example hotel rooms,
meals, activities and attractions as separate entities.
Research has consistently shown that for us
to truly connect with our visitors, and grow
in profitability, the focus needs to be on the
emotions, the feelings and the sensations the
visitors will have on their journey, the stories
they will learn and the connections they will
make while they are here in Northern Ireland.

Step

1.

Understand the
three priority
ROI segments
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Step

2.

Choose your
core ROI
segment

Step

The trend towards “experiential tourism”
has proven to work. We need to “stand in
our visitors’ shoes – what would they like to
see, how would they like to feel? What would
secretly delight them? And then consider,
can we offer it to them?”

3.

Step

4.

Step

Step

Examine your
current business
offering in terms
of that core
ROI segment

Make any
necessary
changes to your
current business
offering to better
suit your core
ROI segment

Create
experiences
and suggested
itineraries
specifically for
your core ROI
segment

Plan your sales
and marketing
activities to
communicate
the experiences
to your core
market

5.

6.
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What is experiential
tourism?
Understanding experiential tourism
Type

Descriptor

NI Example

Experiential?

1

Standalone
Product

A single hotel or attraction that
focuses on what they offer
(not who to)

Single hotel/
attraction

X

2

Standalone
Experience

A single attraction that includes
elements of food, dining, retail
and events

Titanic Belfast

√

3

A Bundled
Experience
by Theme

A variety of different products and
services that have joined together
to develop & promote themselves
around a particular theme
(with a focus on the type of visitor
it appeals to)

Causeway
Coast Foodie
Tours

√

A destination or cluster area has
linked many supporting products
and services around one key
attractor or the area itself
(with a focus on the type of visitor
it appeals to)

Giant’s
Causeway

4
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A Bundled
Experience
based on a
Destination/
Attraction

Bushmills

√

Experiential tourism shows rather than describes. The tourist
actively participates in the experience rather than just observing
or consuming. Experiential tourism promotes activities that draw
people into cultures, communities and the outdoors. Depending on
the visitor type, they will want various levels of immersion from
toe-dipping to diving in… but the principles remain the same.
It might mean them learning a new skill or
meeting and engaging with people who are
interested in sharing our local culture . They
want a range of experiences that match their
interests but most importantly allow them to
create distinct memories.
So let’s take a new look at the goods and
services that we offer… rethink them. Let’s
help the visitor to really experience what we
have to offer!
What is authentically local about your area?
The best experience-based packages are
globally unique and are seen as adding extra
value because you quite literally can’t get
it anywhere else! What small-scale local
experiences and best kept secrets can you
bundle with to create a wow experience?
What activities are interactive and
immersive? Visitors want to enliven their
senses and to smell, touch, hear and see
something that they can’t experience

elsewhere. This will make their visit truly
memorable. The more memorable the
experience, the greater potential there is for
repeat business and the more people they’ll
share it with!
What can you design that is visitor inspired?
Any experience you create must focus
completely on the visitor and take a holistic
approach to understanding and meeting
visitor needs. Do you really understand your
core visitor segments? Do you know what they
would see as unique and offering something
different and special around exactly what
they love to do?
In Northern Ireland, we know we have huge
strengths; incredible landscapes, stunning
scenery and fascinating stories but we need
to get that message out. By focusing on our
core target segment for our own business and
area, we can start to create the experiences
that will really put us on the map!
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Remember to pay attention to the simple
things! Locally sourced jams with wheaten
bread straight out of the oven can turn an
ordinary breakfast into one to remember.
Turn your menu into a storybook, filling it
with fun snippets on your local suppliers and
unique cooking methods. Is your artwork
created by local artists; your craft by local

artisans? Do you play local music? Are there
parts of your buildings named after Northern
Ireland’s scenic, literary and musical greats?
Are the materials and fabrics used to build
and decorate your place locally sourced?
Have fun with the little things and integrate
as much local personality as you can!

Preferences of my core ROI segment
Core ROI Segment:Accommodation

Food & Drink

Activities

Attractions

Transport

Add ons/ Extras

To be avoided
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Designing your
ROI experiences
Experiences must be designed from the outside in, through the eyes of
the visitor. So think about what will appeal most to that visitor – what
motivates and excites them. What do they value in a holiday? Think
about what that visitor will see, smell, feel & experience. What will be
the emotion aroused? What will be the ‘bragging rights’ at the dinner
table or the ‘cool factor’ they post on social media? What pictures will
they capture that will translate what made it truly memorable?
Once you’ve brainstormed all of the amazing
things that could be included… let’s start
designing it.
What accommodation could be included that
would suit that segment and the theme of the
experience? It’s not just about their budget…
are glamping pods or self catering or 5 star
hotels more suited to their tastes?
What interesting food & drink options can
be included? Would a posh picnic served on
a mountain top, a catch and cook option
for dinner, or a little surprise treat in their
room or halfway through a tour enhance their
experience? Remember to bring in the local
suppliers and producers here too.
What attractions and activities fit nicely into
the theme and timings of the experience?
What engaging and immersive things can
you arrange for them that they might not
able to arrange directly as a tourist? Are there
photo opportunities that only the locals know
about? Is there a money can’t buy option or a
chance to meet the locals?
37
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BUT remember…
Don’t include too much and overload or dilute the experience.
Just include things that appeal to that exact market segment.
Also test the experience fully before you offer it and make sure
you trust each aspect involved to deliver for you.
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Experience brainstorming worksheet
Core ROI segment:Your Region For this specific market,
what can your locality offer?

So let’s get creative and have some fun with creating
amazing experiences!
Your Business For this specific market,
what appeals (could appeal)
most to this target market?

Your Partners Who could you potentially
work with locally to enhance
your appeal to this market?

Core Themes that are emerging

38
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What’s the story of
your experience?
Your experience needs to have a title and a distinct theme that
sets it apart from more ordinary tourism experiences. Think about
the flow and itinerary of the experience. How will it actually work
on the ground? How will it feel to experience it?
Think about your experience as a story – just
like a book it will have a start, a middle and an
end. How will it all weave together? Plan in as
much detail as possible every step of the way.

ROI segment
Experience title

Main elements included in the
experience

What will set your experience apart is:1) attention to detail at every step of
the way
2) local personalisation and

Plan time for interaction, conversation,
down time for reflection.

Experience planning sheet

Logistics of the experience

3) truly understanding who you are
designing it for

Why this experience appeals to this
ROI segment

CHECKLIST

Routes to market
(How this experience will be sold)

for creating an ROI experience
It must be unique to Northern Ireland &
authentically local

Main partners

It must be interactive & engaging
It must be aligned to the needs of your
core ROI segment

40
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Step 6.
Plan your sales &
marketing activities
to communicate the
experiences to your
core market
By this stage, you have chosen your core ROI segment, tweaked
your business offering to better appeal to them and developed
experiences to attract them.
For us to plan and deliver really exceptional
visitor experiences we need to think
about the entire visitor journey from their
perspective, from the moment they are
inspired to travel to Northern Ireland, through

Step

1.

Understand the
three priority
ROI segments
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Step

2.

Choose your
core ROI
segment

Step

the planning and booking phases, while they
are here experiencing what we have to offer,
through to them sharing their stories, photos
and videos at home or online.

3.

Step

4.

Step

Step

Examine your
current business
offering in terms
of that core
ROI segment

Make any
necessary
changes to your
current business
offering to better
suit your core
ROI segment

Create
experiences
and suggested
itineraries
specifically for
your core ROI
segment

Plan your sales
and marketing
activities to
communicate
the experiences
to your core
market

5.

6.
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The visitor
journey
All consumers go through five key stages when planning and
purchasing their holiday. It is vital that your experience is
marketed effectively throughout each stage of that process.
Many tourism businesses make the mistake of seeing marketing
as something that happens before a customer books but not
after, but in reality the marketing process never ends, you should
be conscious of how your experience is presented to the customer
at all times instead of waiting for a customer to find you. Use the
opportunities available online for your business.
Be visible, bookable and mobile responsive as this is now how the
majority of travellers will be accessing your site.
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Stage

Media

Key points

Dreaming/
Being
Inspired

Advertising,
PR, web,
brochures,
word of mouth

This is the customer’s first point of contact with
your experience concept. The design of your
marketing material in terms of both its language
and imagery is vital. You need to ensure that
you understand the principles of design or have
someone advising you who does.

Planning

Web, social media, As the customer progresses to exploring your
offering in more detail and finding out more about
guide books,
the place they are planning to visit you need to
exhibition
ensure that they can find information easily that
builds their interest and moves them along the
path to booking.

Booking

Website and
tour operators,
search
advertising,
deal sites, travel
websites

When the customer wants to make a purchase
it is vital that they can do so easily and securely.
You need to consider what other purchase access
points exist apart from your own website or
phone line.

Experiencing

CRM, welcome,
quality, VIC, word
of mouth

Marketing does not cease after the sale. Looking
after customers once they have booked is
essential. Good quality communication in the lead
up to their visit and excellent customer service
while they are here will encourage return visits
and good word of mouth references.

Sharing

Social media,
word of mouth.

Again, marketing does not cease after the
experience is over. People have always returned
after holidays and shared stories but social media
has made this a massive part of your on going
marketing strategy. You need to understand social
media, monitor what customers are saying and
provide opportunities for them to engage with you.
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Your sales &
marketing options
Your sales & marketing decisions will include looking at a wide
range of marketing possibilities including print ads, online
ads, brochures, websites, social media, tradeshows and travel
media. Some of these are free and others cost but all need to be
cost-effective, but each decision should be carefully made to
specifically target your chosen core ROI segment.
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Media

Key points

Online

The internet is the first place many potential visitors look for information
and is also a great medium for conversations.

Online Travel
Agents

Online Travel Agencies (OTA’s) are a platform to gain greater visibility
and increase booking. There are commission fees associated, so weigh
up the pros and cons for your business.

Online
advertising

Online ads can have the same effect in raising awareness as other types
of display adverts, such as magazines and newspapers. It allows you to
target your market specifically by passion or geography and is easier to
track than traditional print ads.

Email marketing

Invite customers to connect to you and build up the opportunity to build
a relationship with them. Email marketing is a cost effective trackable
means of encouraging new and repeat visitations – but make sure you
have people’s permission to include them in your database.

Social media

With the number of social networks doubling every year it is easier than
ever for people to share photos, information and reviews about their
travel experiences. Suddenly there are millions of brand ambassadors –
or detractors. Are people talking about your experiences? If so, what are
they saying?

Advertising

Traditional media such as magazines and newspapers remain critical for
building the awareness you need. What is your target market reading,
watching or listening to?

Media relations

An article in a high profile magazine or newspaper, or a mention
by a hot blogger can raise your profile considerably. Editorial coverage
is considered more credible than advertising. Consider what story
ideas you can pitch about your experience to local media, travel writers
or bloggers.

Consumer shows

Provide an opportunity to interact with and gather information and
insights from potential visitors. Which shows would your target markets
attend. Can you partner with others or Tourism NI and/or Tourism Ireland
to attend?

Travel trade

This includes tour operators and travel agents and is a great way to
match to potential visitors, particularly in long-haul markets.

Visit tourismni.com/toolkits for range of guides on
digital assistance.
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Promoting your
experience
There are a number of ways you can promote
your products and services within the ROI
market… from digital, advertising, direct
selling, collateral, promotions and publicity.
Again, all of your communications should be
consumer centric, designed specifically to
appeal to your core ROI market. You should
develop a communication plan for your
segment that focuses on reaching potential
consumers where they are most likely to be
and engaging with them in ways that should
drive conversion.

Using images
Is the image a true reflection
of the experience?

Is it the correct resolution?

Do photos show people
engaged in something?

Do you have permission to use it?

Capture ATTENTION – attract the
reader’s attention and then pique their
curiosity enough to read further.

Do they evoke feelings
connected with the NI brand?

Do the people in the photos reflect
your target segments accurately?

Generate INTEREST – move the reader
from curiosity to real interest.

Does the image feel
authentic?

Do the images reflect your best
assets?

Develop a DESIRE for the product or
experience.

Issue a Call to ACTION – invite the
reader to respond and give instructions on
how to do so.

Check out the ‘getting the most from your photography’ guide at

Top Tips tourismni.com/toolkits.

Make the most of the images and resources available to you from
Tourism NI and their partners on tourismni.com/medialibrary

Using language

Other things to
consider…
What platforms you plan to use to sell the
experience - own website, in a brochure
trade show/exhibition, traditional
advertising media?
How you will describe it in your sales
materials - evoke feelings & enable them
to visualise themselves enjoying the
experience. Why is it unique? Why is it
suited to them specifically? Inspire.
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What images and video you will use - what
resonates with this core segment? How
will it make them feel? Are you selling
the destination as well as the experience
itself? Remember to use supporting
images (guest room, food, staff) as well.

Do your descriptions
reflect your unique selling
proposition?

Is the tone of your text warm,
friendly and relaxed?

Is your language focused on
how the visitor will feel?

Are you being conversational
rather than formal?

Is your language accurate,
brief and lively without
being exaggerated?

Do you issue a “call to action” –
the thing you want the
customer to do?

What call to action you will use? Email?
Phone? Website? Which suits your core
market segment?
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Online
Is your website good enough? How
do customers get to it? Is it updated
regularly? Can it be used as a route
to purchase?

Do you have a presence on social
media platforms? Who in your
organisation is monitoring this? Do
you understand how to get the best
out of it? Find out what people are
saying about you and get involved.

Do you understand search engine
optimisation? What types of words
will your target customers use to
find the holiday they are looking
for? Try it yourself? How do you
rate? How can you rate higher? Do
you have a dedicated landing page
on your website? Is it designed with
your target audience in mind?

Can visitors to your website connect
to you through email and build a
relationship? Are you building a
database of contacts? Do you have
people’s permission or buy-in? Do
you have a presence on social media
platforms? Find out what people are
saying about you and get involved.

Do you have a dedicated landing
Do you have a presence on social
page on your website? Is it designed media platforms? Find out what
with your target audience in mind?
people are saying about you and
get involved.

Join in the conversation
Follow us on:
discovernorthernireland
DiscoverNI
discoverni
Discover Northern Ireland
#discoverni
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Active Maximisers
Digital user journey

Inspiring

Planning

Booking

Experiencing

Social proofing and WOM
helps reassure this
audience they are going to
the right places. Referrals/
reviews and online buzz
will inform where to go
and what to do

Value is key to this
audience – trusted
aggregator travel sites
will be reviewed in depth
to find the best deals.
Tourism websites are not
likely to have much appeal

Spontaneity and
proximity to interesting
and relevant places can
be big drivers to nudging
this audience when
experiencing

Highlight experiences
upcoming/previous
events and the buzz
around these

Create a wide presence
on trusted online travel
sources

Help give this audience
the best deals and range
of information to book

• Social media

• Native content

• Website

• Social media

• Native content

Support in giving
this audience timely
contextually relevant
information to make their
journey more memorable

FOMO (fear of missing out)
is a key emotive driver
to driving arranging a
short break
Popular events and timely
group activities also
drive inspiration

• Website content
• eCRM
• VOD
• Influencers

• Influencers

• Social media
• Proximity targeting
(Snapchat)
• Ibeacons
• Mobile apps

Sharing
Active maximisers
experience in order to
share. Dinners, nights out
and picturesque settings
all serve as prompts to
share their experiences on
social media

Create and champion
opportunities to share
their experiences on
social media
• Social media
- Snapchat
- Instagram
- Facebook
- Twitter

Returning
Returning can come
through wanting to relive
positive, nostalgic
memories of a
previous trip
Can also come from an
event reminder/
notification
(i.e. let’s do it again!)

Remind, re-engage
and re-inspire
• Social media
• eCRM
• Influencers

• Experiential

• Search (incl. voice)
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Open to Ideas
Digital user journey

Inspiring
These guys need
inspiration and security
that their break will be
worth the trip. Something
for everyone where there
is plenty to see and do

Planning
If it is family travel
(depending on seasonality)
planning is key - as is
value - so the online
search will culminate in
a tight itinerary

Booking
Simple and accessible
experience to referral/
direct booking

Experiencing

Sharing

They are likely to have a
plan but having a resource
to hand will be invaluable

Drive opportunities for
user generated content

Returning
Returning can come
through wanting to relive
positive, nostalgic
memories of a
previous trip
Can also come from an
event reminder/
notification
(i.e. let’s do it again!)

Value for money,
incentives and add ons to
close the booking on an
easy to use website

Provide a quick, accessible
content repository of
ideas and activities

• TV

Showcase the wealth of
things to do and enable
the creation of a unique
experience

• Radio

• Native content

• eCRM

• Outdoor

• Website content

• Presence on trusted
websites

• Press (online and
offline content)

• Aggregator sites

NI brand inspiration and
showcase of things to do
for the whole family

• Digital display

• New website
functionality

• VOD

• eCRM

• Website
enhancements

• Website content
• SMS
• Proximity targeting
(mobile)

Create and champion
opportunities to share
their experiences on
social media
• Social media
- Snapchat
- Instagram
- Facebook
- Twitter

Remind, re-engage
and re-inspire
• Social media
• eCRM
• Influencers

• Experiential

• Social media
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Open minded explorers
Digital user journey

Inspiring
Inspiration will come from
showing the range of things
to do here. Trusted offline
(Sunday supplements)
& online sources already
consumed by this audience
would be the right space
to place our content

Get positive NI stories in
trusted sources for travel
• TV
• Radio
• Outdoor
• Press (online and
offline content)
• Digital display

Planning
This audience want to create
a unique, personalised
experience that is
tailored to their passions.
Trusted tourism websites
(discovernorthernireland.
com) are important here as
well as trusted review sites

Booking
Telephone, email and
online booking engines
would be used. This
audience like direct
contact and a bit of
rapport pre travel with
businesses to make their
stay more personable

Showcase the wealth of
things to do and enable
the creation of a unique
experience

Make booking as
personable and easy as
possible

• Native content

• eCRM

• Search

• Call forwarding

• Website content

• SMS

• New website
functionality
• eCRM

• Website

Experiencing
As so much work has gone
into the planning stage,
by the time this audience
arrives for their break they
are very much switched
off and experiencing their
break as planned
Information centres,
maps and guides are likely
to come in useful

Ensure there is good
support to enhance the
experience on arrival
• Information screens
• Tour guides
• Printed collateral
• Brochures

Sharing
Sharing and
recommendations will be
a one-to-one basis with
people they meet on
their travels
Online reviews and feedback
will be shared on the trip

Monitoring and
responding to feedback
given on their trip
• Social listening

Returning
Returning, like Active
Maximisers will be based
on a nostalgic emotive
response to re-capture
the good time this
audience had on their
initial trip

Timely reminders of
reasons to rebook
(potentially share content
from their time away?)

• Community
management

• eCRM

• Stakeholder
engagement

• Display

• Social media

• SMS
• Sharing feedback
from review sites

• Social media
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How can we
drive change?
Develop a focus on Experiential Tourism
Know what your visitors want. How can
you bring their experience of NI to the
next level?
Develop your own marketing centred on
the different segments and experiences
in mind
Identify best practice from similar
businesses around the globe. Could you
adapt any of these ideas?
Look out for knowledge sharing events
hosted by Tourism NI
Identify and support a Cluster approach
in your local area
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Take the
initiative
Is there potential to organise a tourism
action group in your local area?
Is there a particular business that would
really complement your own?
Get in touch with Tourism NI to discuss
opportunities
Speak with other tourism providers in
your local area to identify possible
synergies and partnerships

